Columbia Helicopters has supported infrastructure projects for more than three decades. Columbia’s tandem rotor helicopters are more efficient and have better crosswind hover capability when compared to single main rotor helicopter designs. This capability is uniquely suited to support projects requiring the movement of large structures and placing them in remote locations with precision.

Columbia provides general delivery and precision placement services with all its tandem rotor helicopters. Large side bubble windows allow the pilots a clear view of the external load operation, thereby increasing safety and at the same time, allowing the pilots to place loads more precisely.

**Full-Service Helicopter Operations**

When you choose to work with Columbia, an experienced project manager will work with you to outline the objectives and challenges of your project. The project manager will coordinate with our highly skilled load coordinators and pilots to see tasks through to completion quickly and safely. A team of trained mechanics accompanies every assignment to ensure that each helicopter is ready to complete your project safely. Columbia takes pride in the safety of our personnel, performance and reliability, while providing best in class service.